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With the carp having one last
big feed before the cold weather slows them down, other
species now come to the fore.
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Roach, Perch, Chub & Bream
will now become some of the
main species to catch in the
coming months.
Tactics will start to change as
well now; lighter lines, smaller
hooks and careful feeding will
be key in securing a good day’s
fishing.
With all our outdoor sessions
now complete for 2018 we
look forward to two indoor
sessions back at Gt Blakenham
in the coming months together
with the club’s presentation

evening on the 29th November
so be sure to book those into
your diary.
This quarters newsletter also
sees a change in that this will
be the first fully digital issue .
Emailed directly to you in .pdf
format, so make sure you have
adobe acrobat downloaded to
your laptop or tablet.
Lastly, the coaching team
would like to formally welcome some new members to
our team…
Richard Kemp, Brett Calver & Keith Mickleburgh
have all joined our coaching
team this year, and Sarah
Pearce will become our new
junior welfare officer for 2019
& hopefully, once we have our
paperwork in order, Mel Reid
will be our ClubMark official
from 2019.
Paul has also started planning
for 2019, so lots to look forward to next year!!

Pip helping Jack land
his first carp

As always if you have any questions then please get in contact
with us & we’ll try and answer
them for you.
See you all soon !! (Editor)

Be sure to show this
newsletter to your parents so that they know
when the Fish Club sessions are taking place…
Otherwise you might
miss out!!

Latest News
Pole Rigs &
Shotting!

4
We head indoors for the last
two sessions of 2018. In Oct
we’ll be taking another look at
pole top kit elastication & rig
making, while in Nov we will
return to loops, knots & hook
lengths and perhaps seatbox
organisation.
If you haven’t already, why not
take the opportunity to take

part in the Angling Trust’s
CAST angling awards, it’s not
too late to start!!
Much more to come in 2019
so watch this space.

Facebook page

We have a page on Facebook
open to everyone. We have
used this to advertise our
events to a larger audience and
showcase some of the great

sessions we’ve had over the
year.
If you have any ideas on
what you’d like to see in
the future please let us
know.
Type in Gipping Valley Angling Club Juniors on Facebook and checkout the pages.
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Dates for the Diary
Mums, Dads & Grandparents this is the section
you need to read. Here are the up &
coming sessions planned for the year.
Oct 2018
FishClub 11 - Beginners to Advanced
Sat 27th - 9.00 to 13.00 (Indoor) DATE
CHANGED
Match on!!… Ivan
Goymer 2018!!

GVAC AGM - Presentation Evening
Thurs 29th - 7.30pm to 10.00pm (Indoor)
The Limes, Needham Market

Members £5.00 Non-members £6.50
per session.

Gt Blakenham village hall
Top kit elastication & pole rig making

Key:
(FF) Family Fish, (NFM) National Fishing Month

Nov 2018
FishClub 12 - Beginners to Advanced
Sat 10th - 9.00 to 13.00 (Indoor)
Gt Blakenham village hall
Loops, Knots, Hook tying & Seatbox
organisation

The New Year issue of Hooked will have details
of the sessions planned in 2019. More new venues, a return to some firm favourites & a new
venue for the Sen/Jun pairs match.

Preparation, Preparation, Preparation !
Seatbox
Organisation!

The recent Ivan Goymer junior match gave me a chance to
observe some of the juniors at
close quarters and one reoccurring factor kept coming
to the fore as I walked the
bank.
Seatbox organisation!!

“Edward, so close to a
winning weight!!”

Those of you lucky enough to
own a good quality seatbox
with separate drawers & base
units really weren’t using it to
its best advantage.
During the morning I wit-

nessed nearly everyone spending time searching through
their seatbox drawers trying
to find something.
Nearly all modern seatboxes
allow you to partition off different sections within the
drawers, where you can then
place certain items of tackle,
such as rigs, floats, shot, disgorgers etc.

all your tackle items will have
a dedicated place and drawer.
Having all your tackle organised in this way will help you
remember where everything
is, and you will save time in
finding everything you need.
Take a look through your
seatbox and see whether you
could organise it better!!

In a match fishing situation a
lot of time can be wasted
trying to find the item that
you’re after. But if your seatbox is better organised, then

“A place for everything &
everything in its place!”

incredibly easy to use, all you
have to do is create your figure of eight loop , choose
how big, or small you want
your loops to be, slot the two
sections off the untightened
loop into the loop sizing pegs
of your choice. Then pull tight
to secure your loop.

For me having the same size
loops on your mainline &/or
hook length is important. You
can achieve consistency &
confidence in knowing that the
loops will always be the same.

Product Review
Item: Floater Loop Sizer
Tackle Firm: Preston Innovations
Price: £1.99
Preston Innovations
Loop Sizer

Description:
The Floater Loop Sizer
features four set sizes; 8mm,
10mm, 12mm and 15mm.
These pre-set loops help create the perfectly sized loop
every time.
When tying hook lengths and
main line loops lots of anglers
struggle to create the same
sized loop. This tool makes it

Constructed from a floating
plastic means even if you drop
it into the water during your
session, you can quickly retrieve it from the water.

This will last you years if you
take care of it & don’t lose it.
For the price why not buy a
couple.
“Neat & compact, Hardwearing , versatile, good
design… What else could
you ask for!!”
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Behind the Scenes
Regular participants will have
seen a couple of new faces
appearing this year within the
coaching team.
Richard Kemp & Brett
Calver have joined us and
have already been helping out
at some of our sessions. Both
fisherman have quite a few
years angling experience behind them, and that can only
bolster our team.
Another, who we hope to see
next year is Keith Mickleburgh, Keith has been helping
Brett out at Suffolk Water
Park this year.
We look forward to seeing

them all on the bank next
year.

2019, so another very warm
welcome to you!!

Since the sad loss of Christine
Shipp earlier this year, we
have been looking for a new
junior welfare officer to take
over the role, and thankfully
one of our juniors parent has
stepped forward to take on
the task.
So a very warm welcome to
Sarah Pearce who from
2019 will be our new welfare
officer.
And last but by no means least
Mel Reid will be our new
‘ClubMark’ admin officer from

The GVAC juniors are very
lucky, and in a fortunate position to have such a large and
dedicated team around them
ensuring that we continue to
deliver top class sessions &
support.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the whole
team for their help & support
this year.
It makes my life so much easier knowing these people are
ready to help & support me.
THANK YOU!!!!!

Jasper in proper fish
holding mode!

Bait School - Groundbait Part 1
Something Different
I thought for this newsletter we would move away from
hooks baits and talk a little bit about groundbait.
As you all know, the juniors this year were lucky enough
to gain the support of Bait-Tech who not only supply bait
for our FishClub sessions, but are also offering discounted
bait direct to you juniors.

So let’s start by trying to break it down a bit and look at a
couple of groundbait mixes available from the Bait-Tech range
specifically for the autumn, & with GVAC waters in mind…
Mixed Silvers Waters

Bait-Tech have quite an extensive catalogue of baits, liquids, particles etc. and choosing the right one for the right
venue or species sometimes can be a bit of a minefield.

Lakes such as Jimmy’s at Barking & Battisford which contain a
variety of silver fish species
require a groundbait that will
attract all of them.

Every bait company in the world develop & produce
groundbait with a certain species of fish in mind, so it’s
always worth investing time in understanding exactly what
each does.
Knowing what makes up the ingredients of a particular
groundbait can help you decide whether it will be suitable
for the venues you fish.
The internet is a great source for information and a good
place to start.
Talking to other anglers and seeing what they use and
what works for them is also something to explore.

Bait-Tech’s Pro Natural
(Brown) is a good starting
point, particularly if the water
is coloured where this will stand out slightly on the bottom.
The blend is full of flavours & aromas that will appeal to all
species. In clear water, swap to Pro Natural Dark would be a
good alternative.
For deeper venues or where the depth is greater than 2m
then add an equal measure of Pro Natural Extra, a stickier mix
which will help keep the balls together until they reach the
bottom.

As with everything in fishing if you have confidence in
what you’re using it will aid your fishing session.
Mixing top tips
1) When mixing always add the water to the groundbait,
never the other way round.
2) You want the mix to be damp, so one squeeze in your
hand should bind the ball together ready for feeding.
3) Leave the groundbait time to absorb all the water, 15
to 30 mins should do it.
4) Always riddle through a sieve before use to breakdown all the lumps in the mix.
5) Measure out accurately so you know exactly how
much of each you are using.

Roach Waters
Lakes such as Maypole or
Needham lake with a high density of Roach require a more
specific blend of groundbait.
Roach absolutely love hemp so
it’s important your mix contains
lots of it.
Bait-Tech Pro Natural Fine is such a mix and together with an
equal amount of Pro Natural Dark gives you a great starting
point to tackle those hungry Roach.
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Gipping Valley Angling Club - ‘Active’ ‘Accessible’ ‘Accredited’

GVAC is based in mid Suffolk and has waters in and around Needham
Market, Stowmarket & Brantham. The club was established in 1984
with our original members fishing Needham Lake and four sections of
the River Gipping.

GVAC helpline: 07592 014 627
E-mail:
steve.barnes@gippingvalleyangli
ngclub.co.uk

Editorial E-mail:
paul.d.sargent@gmail.com

The club values its members’ opinions, the development of its fisheries and the development of angling and is intent that all shall be given
the opportunity to enjoy our sport in a safe and friendly environment.
Our very active Junior Academy sections host regular events for
young anglers and, along with our intermediates, are given every encouragement and opportunity to compete on a national level. With
the support of local tackle shops in the area, the Environment Agency
and Mid Suffolk District Council, young members and non-members
alike can enjoy the coaching afforded by the club’s volunteers. We are
actively involved with the running of the Suffolk County Amalgamated
Angling Association (SCAAA), members of Institute of Fisheries Management (IFM) and are supported by the Angling Trust in angling
development projects.

Pole Rigs & Shotting
We’re on the web
www.gippingvalleyanglingclub.
co.uk

Natural Fall Rig
How does the rig work?
A slightly different rig , this time for winter carp.
When conditions are a little more favourable it can pay to
adopt a rig that allows for a very slow fall of the hook bait.
This is a superb winter carp setup for baits like corn & pellets.
It’s believed that fish often watch the hook bait descend
through the water.
Place 1/2 to 3/4’s of the total weight of the float’s shotting
capacity as a bulk directly under the float, this will ensure that
the float cocks quickly showing any indications & bites.
The remaining shot, which needs to be No.10’s should then
be placed evenly down the line to the hook link loop.
This will help achieve the most natural fall of the bait.
Catapult 3 or 4 pellets over the float when you place the rig
into your swim and repeat every couple of minutes. Keep resetting the rig so that the hook bait is constantly falling
through the water, imitating the loose bait being catapulted in.
Back shot will aid presentation, usually 1 or 2 No.10 back shot
spread evenly above the float can really improve the stability.
The length of line between the float and your pole tip should
be between 40cm to 60cm. Keep your pole tip as still as possible, particularly the further distance out you fish.
Also keep the line tight to your pole tip so that you gain the
best chance in hooking those fish.
Feed… Feed… Feed…!!

